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The Psychology of Everyday Things
Donald A. Norman 1990-05-01
Fast Food Nation
Eric Schlosser 2012 Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day
health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.
Interrogation and Torture
Steven J. Barela 2020 "This book focuses on the science, law and morality behind interrogational methods. It
develops, for the first time, a comprehensive discussion regarding the legality of torture and the efficacy of interrogation. In other
words, scientific research has concluded that torture is not effective. This then raises a natural question: What interrogational methods
are effective? How does one employ those methods in way that is consistent with law and morality?"-The Design of Everyday Things
Don Norman 2013-11-05 Design doesn't have to complicated, which is why this guide to human-centered design
shows that usability is just as important as aesthetics. Even the smartest among us can feel inept as we fail to figure out which light
switch or oven burner to turn on, or whether to push, pull, or slide a door. The fault, argues this ingenious -- even liberating -- book,
lies not in ourselves, but in product design that ignores the needs of users and the principles of cognitive psychology. The problems range
from ambiguous and hidden controls to arbitrary relationships between controls and functions, coupled with a lack of feedback or other
assistance and unreasonable demands on memorization. The Design of Everyday Things shows that good, usable design is possible. The rules are
simple: make things visible, exploit natural relationships that couple function and control, and make intelligent use of constraints. The
goal: guide the user effortlessly to the right action on the right control at the right time. The Design of Everyday Things is a powerful
primer on how -- and why -- some products satisfy customers while others only frustrate them.
Introduction to Forensic DNA Evidence for Criminal Justice Professionals
Jane Moira Taupin 2017-07-27 The use of DNA profiling in forensic
cases has been considered the most innovative technique in forensic science since fingerprinting, yet for those with limited scientific
knowledge, understanding DNA enough to utilize it properly can be a daunting task. Introduction to Forensic DNA Evidence for Criminal
Justice Professionals is designed for nonsc
The Golden Age of Murder
Martin Edwards 2015-05-07 Winner of the 2016 EDGAR, AGATHA, MACAVITY and H.R.F.KEATING crime writing awards, this
real-life detective story investigates how Agatha Christie and colleagues in a mysterious literary club transformed crime fiction.
Big Sky Kate Atkinson 2019-06-25 INSTANT INTERNATIONAL AND NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Iconoclastic detective Jackson Brodie returns in a
triumphant new novel about secrets, sex, and lies Jackson Brodie has relocated to a quiet seaside village in North Yorkshire, in the
occasional company of his recalcitrant teenage son and an ageing Labrador, both at the discretion of his ex-partner Julia. It’s picturesque,
but there’s something darker lurking behind the scenes Jackson's current job, gathering proof of an unfaithful husband for a suspicious
wife, seems straightforward, but a chance encounter with a desperate man on a crumbling cliff leads him across a sinister network—and back
into the path of someone from his past. Old secrets and new lies intersect in this breathtaking new novel, both sharply funny and achingly
sad, by one of the most dazzling and surprising writers at work today.
Dead Cert
Dick Francis 1998-03-26 Dead Cert is a classic mystery from Dick Francis, one of the greatest thriller writers of all time.
'Admiral met the fence perfectly. He rose to it as if flight were not only for birds. And he fell.' Alan York's friend, jockey Bill
Davidson, was killed in Admiral's fall. After the race, York visits the fence and discovers a coil of wire lying beside the fence post and
signs of where the wire had been attached. The fall was no accident - but murder. Unable to convince the police of this, York is forced to
turn amateur sleuth and is soon on the trail of a ruthless gang of race-fixers operating out of Brighton. Now Alan's caught in a new race:
find the gang's leaders before the gang catches up with him . . . Packed with intrigue and hair-raising suspense, Dead Cert is just one of
the many blockbuster thrillers from legendary crime writer Dick Francis. Other novels include the huge bestsellers Dead Heat, Under Orders
and Silks. The Dick Francis legacy continues through his son Felix Francis: Refusal is his latest novel, following Bloodline and Gamble.
Praise for the Dick Francis novels: 'The narrative is brisk and gripping and the background researched with care . . . the entire story is a
pleasure to relish' Scotsman 'Dick Francis's fiction has a secret ingredient - his inimitable knack of grabbing the reader's attention on
page one and holding it tight until the very end' Sunday Telegraph 'Still the master' Racing Post 'The master of suspense and intrigue'
Country Life Dick Francis was one of the most successful post-war National Hunt jockeys. The winner of over 350 races, he was champion
jockey in 1953/1954 and rode for HM Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, most famously on Devon Loch in the 1956 Grand National. On his
retirement from the saddle, he published his autobiography, The Sport of Queens, before going on to write forty-three bestselling novels, a
volume of short stories (Field of 13), and the biography of Lester Piggott. Dick Francis died in February, 2010, at the age of 89, but he
remains one of the greatest thriller writers of all time.
The Spider
Barry Levine 2020-10-20 Who was Jeffrey Epstein? A Pulitzer Prize–nominated journalist unearths never-before-reported details in
the most comprehensive account yet of the disgraced financier’s life, death, and criminal web, including the role of Ghislaine Maxwell. An
ID Book Club Selection • Featured in the Peacock original documentary series Epstein’s Shadow: Ghislaine Maxwell By now, the basic contours
of Jeffrey Epstein’s horrendous crimes—his decades-long serial abuse of young women and underage girls—are familiar. But for all that has
been written about Epstein since his shocking death in a lower Manhattan jail cell, an astonishing amount remains unknown. A shy Brooklyn
kid turned renegade financier, Jeffrey Epstein never wanted to play by the rules of polite society. He was elusive in life and he has
remained just as elusive in death. What is known is that he had amassed nearly $600 million by the time of his death. That fortune allowed
Epstein to pursue a privileged, secretive life, jetting between his fortress-like homes in Manhattan, New Mexico, and Little St. James, his
private island. Behind these closed doors, Epstein socialized with scientists and world leaders and preyed on powerless young women. In The
Spider, Barry Levine shines a light into the darkest corners of Epstein’s world, including • Epstein’s young adulthood and earliest
accusations of sexual misconduct • the murky sources of Epstein’s fortune and business dealings • Epstein’s circle of confidantes and
employees, particularly the nature of his long relationship with socialite Ghislaine Maxwell • his ties to powerful men, including Bill
Clinton, Prince Andrew, Les Wexner, and Donald Trump • Epstein’s last hours as a free man in Paris and the secret operation to arrest him at
a New Jersey airport before he could flee • new details on Epstein’s final days in jail and the mystery surrounding his death Featuring rare
and never-before-seen photographs, The Spider exposes how Epstein operated and evaded justice for so long—and how he drew so many others
into his criminal web.
Iphigenia in Forest Hills
Janet Malcolm 2011-03-29 Malcolm's riveting new book tells the story of a murder trial in the insular BukharanJewish community of Forest Hills, Queens, that captured national attention.
The Shadow District
Arnaldur Indridason 2017-05-18 LONGLISTED FOR THE CWA INTERNATIONAL DAGGER 2018 The first instalment in the thrilling
new crime series from worldwide bestseller Arnaldur Indridason THE PAST In wartime Reykjavík, a young woman is found strangled in a
dangerous area known as ‘the shadow district’. An Icelandic detective and a member of the American military police are on the trail of a
brutal killer. THE PRESENT An elderly man is discovered dead on his bed, smothered with his own pillow. Konrád, a retired detective, finds
old newspaper cuttings in the man’s home reporting the shadow district murder. It’s a crime Konrád remembers, having grown up in the same
neighbourhood. A MISSING LINK Why, after all this time, would an old crime resurface? How are these events connected across the decades? And
will Konrád’s link to the past help him solve the case and finally lay the ghosts of wartime Reykjavík to rest? ‘Arnaldur Indridason
introduces a new hero... Beautifully told’ The Times ‘An international literary phenomenon’ Harlan Coben
39 Ways to Save the Planet
Tom Heap 2021-10-14 We got ourselves into this. Here's how we can get ourselves out. We know the problem: the
amount of biodiversity loss, the scale of waste and pollution, the amount of greenhouse gas we pump into the air... it's unsustainable. We
have to do something. And we are resourceful, adaptable and smart. We have already devised many ways to reduce climate change - some now
proven, others encouraging and craving uptake. Each one is a solution to get behind. In 39 Ways to Save the Planet, Tom Heap reveals some of
the real-world solutions to climate change that are happening around the world, right now. From tiny rice seeds and fossil fuel free steel

to grazing elk and carbon-capturing seagrass meadows, each chapter reveals the energy and optimism in those tackling the fundamental problem
of our age. Accompanying a major BBC Radio 4 series in collaboration with the Royal Geographical Society, 39 Ways to Save the Planet is a
fascinating exploration of our attempt to build a better future, one solution at a time. A roadmap to global action on climate change, it
will encourage you to add your own solutions to the list.
It's More Complex Than You Think
Molly E. Griswold 2010
The Demolished Man
Alfred Bester 2018-01-08 ?#4 in the Millennium SF Masterworks series, a library of the finest science fiction ever
written. The first Hugo Award winner for best novel in 1953. “One of the all-time classics of science fiction.”—Isaac Asimov “Bester's two
superb books have stood the test of time. For nearly sixty years they’ve held their place on everybody’s list of the ten greatest sf novels”
—Robert Silverberg In a world policed by telepaths, Ben Reich plans to commit a crime that hasn’t been heard of in 70 years: murder. That’s
the only option left for Reich, whose company is losing a 10-year death struggle with rival D’Courtney Enterprises. Terrorized in his dreams
by The Man With No Face and driven to the edge after D’Courtney refuses a merger offer, Reich murders his rival and bribes a high-ranking
telepath to help him cover his tracks. But while police prefect Lincoln Powell knows Reich is guilty, his telepath's knowledge is a far cry
from admissible evidence. Alfred Bester was among the first important authors of contemporary science fiction. His passionate novels of
worldly adventure, high intellect, and tremendous verve, The Stars My Destination and the Hugo Award winning The Demolished Man, established
Bester as a s.f. grandmaster, a reputation that was ratified by the Science Fiction Writers of America shortly before his death. Bester also
was an acclaimed journalist for Holiday magazine, a reviewer for the Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction and even a writer for Superman.
Postconviction DNA Testing
National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence (National Institute of Justice) 1999 "A report from National
Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence"--Cover.
Identifying the Culprit
National Research Council 2015-01-16 Eyewitnesses play an important role in criminal cases when they can identify
culprits. Estimates suggest that tens of thousands of eyewitnesses make identifications in criminal investigations each year. Research on
factors that affect the accuracy of eyewitness identification procedures has given us an increasingly clear picture of how identifications
are made, and more importantly, an improved understanding of the principled limits on vision and memory that can lead to failure of
identification. Factors such as viewing conditions, duress, elevated emotions, and biases influence the visual perception experience.
Perceptual experiences are stored by a system of memory that is highly malleable and continuously evolving, neither retaining nor divulging
content in an informational vacuum. As such, the fidelity of our memories to actual events may be compromised by many factors at all stages
of processing, from encoding to storage and retrieval. Unknown to the individual, memories are forgotten, reconstructed, updated, and
distorted. Complicating the process further, policies governing law enforcement procedures for conducting and recording identifications are
not standard, and policies and practices to address the issue of misidentification vary widely. These limitations can produce mistaken
identifications with significant consequences. What can we do to make certain that eyewitness identification convicts the guilty and
exonerates the innocent? Identifying the Culprit makes the case that better data collection and research on eyewitness identification, new
law enforcement training protocols, standardized procedures for administering line-ups, and improvements in the handling of eyewitness
identification in court can increase the chances that accurate identifications are made. This report explains the science that has emerged
during the past 30 years on eyewitness identifications and identifies best practices in eyewitness procedures for the law enforcement
community and in the presentation of eyewitness evidence in the courtroom. In order to continue the advancement of eyewitness identification
research, the report recommends a focused research agenda. Identifying the Culprit will be an essential resource to assist the law
enforcement and legal communities as they seek to understand the value and the limitations of eyewitness identification and make
improvements to procedures.
Down the Hatch
M. C. Beaton 2021-11-24
Their Little Secret
Mark Billingham 2019-05-02 The sixteenth book in the Tom Thorne series, from bestselling author Mark Billingham.
'Hugely intelligent and authentic' BELINDA BAUER, AUTHOR OF SNAP She says she's an ordinary mother. He knows a liar when he sees one. Sarah
thinks of herself as a normal single mum. It's what she wants others to think of her. But the truth is, she needs something new, something
thrilling. Meanwhile, DI Tom Thorne is investigating a woman's suicide, convinced she was driven to do it by a man who preys on vulnerable
women. A man who is about to change Sarah's life. From number one, five-million-copy bestseller Mark Billingham comes a breathless new
thriller starring Thorne and Tanner that readers will devour. PRAISE FOR MARK BILLINGHAM 'One of the great series of British crime fiction'
THE TIMES 'An unconventional literary superstar' MAIL ON SUNDAY 'Billingham is a world-class writer' KARIN SLAUGHTER 'A new Mark Billingham
is always a treat' SUSIE STEINER 'Finely paced and polished procedural, with twists and turns galore' CARA HUNTER 'Perfectly executed and
with a thoroughly unnerving twist' GUARDIAN 'Thorne is a terrific invention' IRISH INDEPENDENT 'Mark Billingham gets better and better'
MICHAEL CONNELLY
Mapping Crime
Keith D. Harries 1995
Blessed Are Those Who Thirst
Anne Holt 2012-12-18 Criminal investigating officer Hanne Wilhelmsen considers the possibility of a serial
killer as she tracks down a series of numbers written in blood appearing on walls all over Oslo in this new novel from the author of 1222.
Original. 30,000 first printing.
Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner, SANE
Linda E. Ledray 1999
Surfeit of Suspects
George Bellairs 2022 Following a mysterious explosion, the offices of the Excelsior Joinery Company are no more: three
directors are killed, and the peace of a quiet town in Surrey lies in ruins. When the supposed cause of a faulty gas-main is dismissed, and
evidence of dynamite revealed, Superintendent Littlejohn of Scotland Yard is summoned to the scene. But beneath the sleepy veneer of
Evingden lies a hotbed of deep-seated grievances. Confounding Littlejohn's investigation is an impressive cast of suspicious persons, each
concealing their own axe to grind.
Deeper than the Dead
Tami Hoag 2010-04-15 The first mystery in the Oak Knoll series starring FBI Profiler Vince Leone, from Sunday Times
bestselling author Tami Hoag. Three dead women; three children each with their families under suspicion; a community packed with secrets.
And one serial killer. On the damp, leaf-strewn ground a gruesome trophy is displayed. It's a young woman. Although her battered body has
been buried, her head is propped on a stone like an offering, her mouth and eyes glued shut, her eardrums destroyed. This killer has struck
this peaceful town before - and the savagery he inflicts on his victims is increasing. Vince Leone, a pioneering FBI profiler, is called in
to try to unlock the mind of the killer - a strategy that pulls him deep into the devastated community. Suspicions thicken, secrets spill
out and reputations shatter as Vince draws ever nearer to evil . . . Watch out for the next title in the Oak Knoll FBI Profiler thriller
series SECRETS TO THE GRAVE
The Long Drop
Denise Mina 2017-03-02 'A masterpiece by the woman who may be Britain's finest living crime novelist' Daily Telegraph
'Absorbing... this is a bravura performance, a true original' Ian Rankin Glasgow, 1957. It is a December night and William Watt is
desperate. His family has been murdered and he needs to find out who killed them. He arrives at a bar to meet Peter Manuel, who claims he
can get hold of the gun that was used. But Watt soon realises that this infamous criminal will not give up information easily. Inspired by
true events, The Long Drop follows Watt and Manuel along back streets and into smoky pubs, and on to the courtroom where the murder trial
takes place. Can Manuel really be trusted to tell the truth? And how far will Watt go to get what he wants? **A TIMES TOP 10 CRIME NOVEL OF
THE DECADE** __________________ Praise for THE LONG DROP: 'Extraordinary' Guardian 'This book is so, so good. Forensic, beautiful and
gripping' Graham Norton 'Revisits a dark episode in Glasgow's past... Mina navigates the uneasy territory between fact and fiction with
consummate grace' Val McDermid *Don't miss Denise Mina's most recent thriller, the Costa 2020 shortlisted, THE LESS DEAD*
50 Years of DNA
J. Clayton 2016-04-30 Crick and Watson's discovery of the structure of DNA fifty years ago marked one of the great turning
points in the history of science. Biology, immunology, medicine and genetics have all been radically transformed in the succeeding halfcentury, and the double helix has become an icon of our times. This fascinating exploration of a scientific phenomenon provides a lucid and
engaging account of the background and context for the discovery, its significance and afterlife, while a series of essays by leading
scientists, historians and commentators offers uniquely individual perspectives on DNA and its impact on modern science and society.
For the Missing
Lina Bengtsdotter 2018-12-13 'A thriller that lingers in the memory' SUNDAY TIMES CRIME CLUB 'Dark Nordic noir' THE i 'A
global bestseller' SUNDAY TIMES The award-winning, international bestselling Swedish crime debut about a missing girl, and the detective who
must return home and confront her darkest secrets in order to find her - for fans of Susie Steiner, Samuel Bjork, and Lisa Jewell.
______________________________________ THE MISSING Nora's daughter Annabelle has disappeared, last seen on her way home from a party. THE
LOST Gullspång's inexperienced police are wilting under the national media spotlight - and its residents desperate for answers. THE CLOCK IS
TICKING Stockholm DI Charlie Lager must return home to find Annabelle, and then get out of town as soon as she can. Before everyone
discovers the truth about her . . . If you liked MISSING, PRESUMED by Susie Steiner, I'M TRAVELLING ALONE by Samuel Bjork, and THEN SHE WAS
GONE by Lisa Jewell you will love FOR THE MISSING, the international crime bestseller with a stunning ending.
______________________________________ WHAT REAL READERS ARE SAYING: 'Oh My Gosh! This is epic!' 'This is a great crime mystery' 'An
interesting and fascinating read' 'Highly recommended' 'I am just amazed when a debut author presents a crime thriller in a fresh way' 'The
tension grows and grows up to a stunning conclusion'
Show and Tell
Group Material (Firm : New York, N.Y.) 2010 Edited by Julie Ault. Essays by Doug Ashford, Julie Ault, Sabrina Locks, Tim

Rollins.
Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents
Brent L. Smith 2011-01 This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication.
Explores whether sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and spatial relationships that existed in terrorist group planning, and if
so, could patterns of preparatory conduct be identified? About one-half of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for terrorism
relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for 1,205 days from the first planning meeting to the date of the
actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to the terrorist incident. This study
examined selected terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns of conduct that
might lead to intervention prior to the commission of the actual terrorist incidents. Illustrations.
Find You First
Linwood Barclay 2021-02-04 One will change your life. One will end it. Who will ... FIND YOU FIRST? ‘The best book of his
career’ STEPHEN KING ‘Insanely paced, wildly entertaining’ JOE HILL ‘A full-throttle powerhouse of a thriller’ T.M. LOGAN ‘Sharply drawn’
SUNDAY TIMES ‘Keeps the engine racing’ THE TIMES
Another One Goes Tonight
Peter Lovesey 2016-07-05 Peter Diamond, the Bath detective brilliant at rooting out murder, is peeved at being
diverted to Professional Standards to enquire into a police car accident. Arriving late at the scene, he discovers an extra victim thrown
onto an embankment - unconscious and unnoticed. Diamond administers CPR, but no one can say whether the elderly tricyclist will pull
through. But why had the man been out in the middle of the night with an urn containing human ashes? Diamond 's suspicions grow after he
identifies the accident victim as Ivor Pellegrini, a well-known local eccentric and railway enthusiast. A search of Pellegrini's workshop
proves beyond question that he is involved in a series of uninvestigated deaths. While Pellegrini lingers on life support, Diamond wrestles
with the appalling possibility that he has saved the life of a serial killer. . .
Elevator Pitch
Linwood Barclay 2019-09-05 A SUNDAY TIMES BEST PAPERBACK OF 2020! 'You should read ELEVATOR PITCH by Linwood Barclay as soon
as possible. It's one hell of a suspense novel' STEPHEN KING ‘Moves as fast as a falling elevator and hits with just as much force. Linwood
Barclay is a stone cold pro. ELEVATOR PITCH is a shameless good time’ JOE HILL
Trace Your Roots with DNA
Megan Smolenyak 2004-10-27 Two leading genealogists explain how the latest techniques in genetic testing can help
readers research their ancestry and family history, discussing what kind of information DNA testing can provide, how to interpret the
results, what is and is not possible with genetic testing, and more. Original. 15,000 first printing.
Wicked Beyond Belief: The Hunt for the Yorkshire Ripper (Text Only)
Michael Bilton 2012-11-29 Revelatory investigation into the police
handling of the Yorkshire Ripper Case which spanned over 14 years. Newly updated to include Sutcliffe’s bid for freedom in 2008, and the
verdict from court in 2010.
When Doctors Kill
Joshua A. Perper 2010-06-14 It would come as no surprise that many readers may be shocked and intrigued by the title of
our book. Some (especially our medical colleagues) may wonder why it is even worthwhile to raise the issue of killing by doctors. Killing is
clearly an- thetical to the Art and Science of Medicine, which is geared toward easing pain and suffering and to saving lives rather than
smothering them. Doctors should be a source of comfort rather than a cause for alarm. Nevertheless, although they often don’t want to admit
it, doctors are people too. Physicians have the same genetic library of both endearing qualities and character defects as the rest of us but
their vocation places them in a position to intimately interject themselves into the lives of other people. In most cases, fortunately, the
positive traits are dominant and doctors do more good than harm. While physicists and mathematicians paved the road to the stars and
deciphered the mysteries of the atom, they simultaneously unleashed destructive powers that may one day bring about the annihilation of our
planet. Concurrently, doctors and allied scientists have delved into the deep secrets of the body and mind, mastering the anatomy and
physiology of the human body, even mapping the very molecules that make us who we are. But make no mistake, a person is not simply an
elegant b- logical machine to be marveled at then dissected.
The Darkest Place
Jo Spain 2018-09-20 From the bestselling author of With Our Blessing and The Confession comes a gripping and chilling new
mystery 'Horrifyingly dark . . . a deeply satisfying read' Sunday Times Christmas day, and DCI Tom Reynolds receives an alarming call. A
mass grave has been discovered on Oileán na Caillte, the island which housed the controversial psychiatric institution St. Christina's. The
hospital has been closed for decades and onsite graves were tragically common. Reynolds thinks his adversarial boss is handing him a cold
case to sideline him. But then it transpires another body has been discovered amongst the dead - one of the doctors who went missing from
the hospital in mysterious circumstances forty years ago. He appears to have been brutally murdered. As events take a sudden turn, nothing
can prepare Reynolds and his team for what they are about to discover once they arrive on the island . . . 'Deft plotting and expert
handling of tension make for an intelligent mystery' Guardian
The Force
Don Winslow 2017-06-20 Instant New York Times Bestseller Best of 2017 - included on best-of lists by the New York Times, NPR,
Barnes & Noble, Publisher's Weekly, LitHub, BookPage, Booklist, TheRealBookSpy.com, the Financial Times (UK) and the Daily Mail (UK) “The
Force is mesmerizing, a triumph. Think The Godfather, only with cops. It’s that good.” — Stephen King The acclaimed, award-winning,
bestselling author of The Cartel—voted one of the Best Books of the Year by more than sixty publications, including the New York
Times—returns with a cinematic epic as explosive, powerful, and unforgettable as Mystic River and The Wire. Our ends know our beginnings,
but the reverse isn’t true . . . All Denny Malone wants is to be a good cop. He is “the King of Manhattan North,” a, highly decorated NYPD
detective sergeant and the real leader of “Da Force.” Malone and his crew are the smartest, the toughest, the quickest, the bravest, and the
baddest, an elite special unit given unrestricted authority to wage war on gangs, drugs and guns. Every day and every night for the eighteen
years he’s spent on the Job, Malone has served on the front lines, witnessing the hurt, the dead, the victims, the perps. He’s done whatever
it takes to serve and protect in a city built by ambition and corruption, where no one is clean—including Malone himself. What only a few
know is that Denny Malone is dirty: he and his partners have stolen millions of dollars in drugs and cash in the wake of the biggest heroin
bust in the city’s history. Now Malone is caught in a trap and being squeezed by the Feds, and he must walk the thin line between betraying
his brothers and partners, the Job, his family, and the woman he loves, trying to survive, body and soul, while the city teeters on the
brink of a racial conflagration that could destroy them all. Based on years of research inside the NYPD, this is the great cop novel of our
time and a book only Don Winslow could write: a haunting and heartbreaking story of greed and violence, inequality and race, crime and
injustice, retribution and redemption that reveals the seemingly insurmountable tensions between the police and the diverse citizens they
serve. A searing portrait of a city and a courageous, heroic, and deeply flawed man who stands at the edge of its abyss, The Force is a
masterpiece of urban living full of shocking and surprising twists, leavened by flashes of dark humor, a morally complex and utterly
riveting dissection of modern American society and the controversial issues confronting and dividing us today.
Three Bags Full
Leonie Swann 2010-10-29 A witty philosophical murder mystery with a charming twist: the crack detectives are sheep
determined to discover who killed their beloved shepherd. On a hillside near the cozy Irish village of Glennkill, a flock of sheep gathers
around their shepherd, George, whose body lies pinned to the ground with a spade. George has cared devotedly for the flock, even reading
them books every night. Led by Miss Maple, the smartest sheep in Glennkill (and possibly the world), they set out to find George’s killer.
The A-team of investigators includes Othello, the “bad-boy” black ram; Mopple the Whale, a Merino who eats a lot and remembers everything;
and Zora, a pensive black-faced ewe with a weakness for abysses. Joined by other members of the richly talented flock, they engage in
nightlong discussions about the crime, wild metaphysical speculations, and embark on reconnaissance missions into the village, where they
encounter some likely suspects. Along the way, the sheep confront their own all-too-human struggles with guilt, misdeeds, and unrequited
love. Funny, fresh, and endearing, it introduces a wonderful new breed of detectives to Canadian readers.
Down Among the Dead Men
Peter Lovesey 2015-07-02 The fifteenth book in the award-winning Peter Diamond series, from Peter Lovesey. A
nightmare discovery in the boot of a stolen BMW plunges car thief Danny Stapleton into the worst trouble of his life. What links his
misfortune to the mysterious disappearance of an art teacher at a private school for girls in Chichester? Orders from above push Peter
Diamond of Bath CID into investigating a police corruption case in the Chichester force, and he soon finds himself reluctantly dealing with
spirited schoolgirls, eccentric artists and his formidable old colleague, Hen Mallin. Multi-award-winning author Peter Lovesey returns with
a twisting tale that will delight fans of the series and draw in anyone who loves pitch-perfect traditional British crime fiction.
We Keep the Dead Close
Becky Cooper 2020-11-17 SHORTLISTED FOR THE CRIME WRITERS' ASSOCIATION ALCS GOLD DAGGER FOR NON-FICTION 'Brilliant
and extraordinary' Philippe Sands 'Astonishing ... Cooper is one hell of a detective' Alex Marzano-Lesnevich, author of The Fact of a Body
'Seductive ... Haunting' Ariel Levy, author of The Rules Do Not Apply In 1969, Jane Britton, an ambitious graduate student at Harvard, was
found bludgeoned to death in her apartment. A whisper network kept Jane's story alive: a rumour of an affair with a professor that ended in
tragedy when Britton threatened to expose him. Forty years later, when curious undergrad Becky Cooper first heard the story, she felt
compelled to find out more. We Keep the Dead Close is an account of her complex and fascinating investigation spanning a decade.
Cinefantastique
1975
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